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SKU Designation French Law Caliber Shots Colors Airsoft Type MSRP

CPG3800
Magazine for airsoft replica

PTS SAM GBB Series 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  25  Black  Gas  49.90 € incl. tax

Introducing the PTS SideArm Magazine (SAM) series, a line of airsoft pistol magazines designed for
different models of airsoft gas blowback pistols.
The PTS SideArm Magazine is designed specifically for use with the Tokyo Marui GBB Pistol G-17 Gen 4
style. These 25 round gas magazines feature an ambidextrous release and are made from metal alloy with a
matte finish. They are designed to improve the performance and durability of your airsoft guns. Featuring a
rubber gas seal loop with a curved design, the G Style Charger ensures improved airtightness for optimal
performance. Additionally, the wider baby loading hatch makes loading babies quick and effortless.

 

The SideArm G Style PTS Charger has several notable features. The pre-installed PTS Enhanced Pistol
Shockplate-G, specially designed to attenuate shock and impact, provides increased durability. Constructed
from steel, the valve minimizes gas loss to improve performance and increase gas efficiency, while
facilitating cycle smoothness.
In addition, the T8 type rubber gas way seal with a hardness of 60 degrees ensures excellent sealing
functionality. This charger is compatible with the Tokyo Marui G17 (Gen 4) style, PTS ZEV OZ9.
 

Features :

Steel valve management to increase gas efficiency
PTS-G Enhanced Pistol Damper Plate Pre-Installed
T8 type G-series Gas Route Seal Bucking 60 degree (Black Rubber)

 

Specification :

Black color
Material: Metal alloy: Metal alloy
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Finish: Matte finish
Weight: approximately 305 g (without packaging) / approximately 326 g (with packaging)
Dimensions: 46 L x 35 W x 150 H mm (packaged) 46 L x 35 W x 150 H mm (packaged)
Compatibility: Tokyo Marui style G17 (Gen 4), PTS ZEV OZ9
Capacity: 25 balls

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


